
Standard Project Proposal (Sample)  

Device: Acme uPhone G5 
Team tag: CPSU-JACKSON-F12S3G5 
Camera: Canon PowerShot A480 (10 megapixels) 
Group email addresses: julier@calpoly.edu, calemb@calpoly.edu  

Hello iFixit,  

For our Technical Writing Project, we propose the uPhone G5, a smartphone made by Acme, Inc. There is currently 
no repair documentation for the uPhone G5 on iFixit—but since the uPhone G5 is so popular, there is a 
considerable amount of repair information elsewhere on the internet, including repairs documented via YouTube 
and support forums. However, all of this information is spread across various websites, and many of the repair 
videos can be vague or hard to follow. We feel that we can provide a central repair hub for the uPhone G5 on iFixit 
and provide repair guides that will be clearly written and easy for the average consumer to use.  

We propose the following page titles for our troubleshooting page and device page:  

Troubleshooting Page: uPhone G5 Troubleshooting 

Device Page: uPhone G5 

In our research, we’ve found that there are several common problems that users face with this uPhone, and we’d 
like to address the following topics on our troubleshooting page:  

  ●  Blue Screen of Death  
  ●  uPhone fails to charge  
  ●  Distorted audio output over speaker or headphones  
  ●  Frozen or unresponsive screen  
  ●  Weak wireless connections  

Our team will shoot our replacement guides with a 10-megapixel Canon PowerShot A480. We plan to create 
replacement guides for the following components:  

  ●  Battery  
  ●  Motherboard 
  ●  Earpiece speaker  
  ●  Display assembly  
  ●  Lightning connector and headphone jack  

Thank you for considering our proposal. We’re excited to contribute to iFixit, and we believe our team will be able to 
provide high-quality guides that meet the standard users have come to expect on iFixit. Please let us know if we can 
proceed, or if we need to make any changes to our proposal before moving forward.  
 
Sincerely,  
Julie R. and Caleb M. CPSU-JACKSON-F12S3G5 


